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Dedication
For Jim, who chose to blend his rhythm with mine.
We both have chosen to adapt.
Together we make a life that is unique,
sometimes challenging,
and often wonderful.
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The Beckoning

1. Underground
Kurr’s shoulders relaxed as they completed the second set of stairs going below ground. After the third
level, he let out the breath he’d been holding since they
started the descent. So far no voices. At the turn beyond the fourth level, his stomach stopped roiling. At
the final level, the large male nurse opened a heavy
door to reveal his new home. Kurr peered inside and
smiled for the first time in two years.
It was utterly quiet. He couldn’t hear machinery anywhere. He couldn’t hear people talking in another
room. In fact, the only thing he heard was his own
breath and that of the nurse next to him.
Kurr walked the perimeter of the room determining
the dimensions with his footsteps. Ten by twelve.
Slightly larger than his previous room on the surface.
All walls were covered in a tongue and groove plank
that made the room appear as if he were in a cabin. He
walked to the back corner where a small sink, a mirror,
a shower, and a toilet were arranged with a half wall to
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separate it from the rest of the room. On the opposite
wall, a single bed with an end table and a small lamp
were placed against a quilt that hung from the ceiling
to the floor. Next to the bed was a faux window with a
rural scene of rolling farmland painted behind it.
In the middle, a large woven rug outlined a sitting
area with a rocking chair and a chaise lounge separated
by a small table with another lamp. A flat screen television was secured to the opposite wall. Kurr couldn’t
imagine turning it on. He didn’t want noise. He didn’t
want the outside world to intrude, to confuse. Unlike
most of the patients here, he didn’t spend hours in front
of the television letting the drone of newscasts numb
his thoughts.
Kurr tested the rocking chair. It didn’t creak and it
fit his body well. He stood and walked to a wall covered in tongue and groove planking and knocked on it.
The sound was solid, not hollow. Certainly concrete
backed it.
“Insulation?” Kurr asked.
“Yes, sir. Three times the norm.”
“Electrical interference?”
“Yes, sir. Nothing can get into this room without
your permission. No voices. No television. No phones.
No computers.”
Kurr nodded. Maybe the voices would finally leave
him alone. Surely, they couldn’t find him here sixty
feet below the surface.
The nurse strode to the small sink in the corner and
placed a plastic container on the edge. “I’ll leave your
evening medication here.”
“I won’t need it,” Kurr said.
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“Of course you won’t.” The nurse patted Kurr on the
back. “But just in case, it is there for you.” He abled
toward the heavy door and stepped into the hall. “I’ll
be back at six, when I bring your dinner.”
Kurr nodded and waited to finally be closed into his
secure room. First he would take a nap. Then he would
wake and do a little reading before dinner. He would
thoroughly enjoy his six hours of silence until the nurse
returned. Finally, the voices would leave him alone.
2. The Void
An intuitive beckoning unleashed the march of
shadowy images, initiating the first stirrings of
Glosum's sentience. The planet below was the only
stable form in her embryonic consciousness. All else
was shades of gray and black. Even among the overwhelming assault of images, she sensed the utter
loneliness that went with nothingness and she longed
to help. She stretched her will, embracing the planet, as
if to hug it to her. The pain overwhelmed her. Then,
mercifully, she lost consciousness once more.

"He's coming around." The nurse motioned to a
woman near the doorway. "It's a miracle. His brain activity indicated he was near death, and now it's almost
normal."
"Vaclav?" The woman stood over the hospital bed,
looking into his unfocusing eyes. "It's me, your sister."
Kurr felt her touch and sat straight up in bed, his
dark brown eyes wide with incomprehension. The
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woman was speaking in Czech, yet he seemed to understand it? Why did this person call him Vaclav?
He glanced about the room and recognized nothing.
He lifted his hand to point at the woman and blanched.
The pale skin attached to his arm was not his! The
woman stepped forward to soothe him, and suddenly
he trusted her, wanting her near. Shaking violently,
with trembling fingers he reached for her arm and
clung to it as if it was life itself. A prick. Warmth
flooded him. He relaxed and slept secure.
Struggling to recapture the waning memories of his
dream, Kurr awoke again, this time in his own familiar
underground room. He tried to voice the images his
dream forced on his mind. "Darkness -- nothingness -emptiness -- loneliness." He thought he was safe. He
thought he could escape so far underground. With a
shudder he fell back to bed, crying out with mad convulsions.
3. The Land and Sea
Rounding the corner as he hurried to the next lecture
series, Wu convulsed suddenly. He fell to the floor and
closed his eyes, allowing the rhythm of images to flow
over him. His identity merged with the voices of many
others. The loudest voice was one who called himself
Kurr.
Wu questioned the voice in his unconscious, but
could not understand the answers. The voice did not
speak Chinese, and Wu knew nothing of the language
of symbols. He knew only that they were important.
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Soon the visions passed, and Wu hastily jotted down
the complex formulas and attempted to sketch the diagrams before they fled his memory. Somehow he
experienced no fear of these occurrences, only a tiredness, a longing for nothingness, a longing for peace.
Soon, he thought. Soon he would find the meaning of
these visions.

Glosum convulsed as each bursting image lanced
through her, bringing light, color, and form. Her growing consciousness ringed the planet in a rhythmic
beckoning to all the fragments of her being. The
rhythm twisted the lighted images, weaving them into
strange and new perspectives. A kaleidoscope of concepts danced at the edges of her consciousness, slowly
transforming her single note of purpose into a full,
rounded symphony of understanding and joy.
She gasped mentally as strange identities assailed
her: Vaclav, Wu, Jackie, Evelyn, Kurr. Closing her
mind, she longed for a few brief moments of nothingness in which she might peacefully assimilate the
myriad of ideas. She let her mind drift, let herself recoil from the experience.

4. The Heavens
In the convent, attached to a small religious school
in Seattle, Sister Jackie carefully hung her habit in the
spartan closet of her room. She slipped her flannel
nightgown over her head to ward away the damp chill.
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In front of the small altar near her bed, she knelt and
made the sign of the cross, then began the rosary.
"I believe in God, the Father All Mighty . . ." She
went through the rosary five times, as was her custom,
then followed it with her prayer -- the same one she
had been praying six times daily for the past two
weeks. "Dear Father, I am unworthy to receive such a
gift. The dream you continue to send me evades my
understanding. I know it must be important because it
grows stronger each night. Help me to understand, so I
may use it to do your will."
Sister Jackie stayed on her knees for a long time,
longing for the fulfillment of her prayer. After nearly
two hours of patient waiting, she finally rose and
climbed into bed. Once again she reviewed the small
notebook on the nightstand. She had no memory of
drawing the strange collection of pictures in her diary.
Yet, each morning when she awoke, new ones appeared. Abstract lines connected in maze-like fashion
with many dots and symbols. The symbols had frightened her at first: tiny lightning bolts, dark triangles and
rectangles with coiled snakes. And she had signed each
picture with the name of Kurr.
Because of the alarming images, she had kept the
drawings to herself the first week. Finally, overwhelmed by the fear that they might be the handiwork
of Satan, or a minion of Satan named Kurr, she took
them to Father Myron and asked for a special prayer.
After sharing the pictures with several priests, Father
Myron identified them as complex wiring diagrams,
the type used in micro-circuitry. Yet both he and Sister
Jackie were perplexed by her drawings, as she had no
prior knowledge of electronics.
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5. The Animals
Glosum gathered strength from the rounding of her
consciousness. She could now concentrate on the
planet's life forms and direct the assimilation of the
identities as they filtered through her from the layered
blue and green mists. The rays of her thoughts darted
among the shifting shadows, reaching beyond the waters and the mountains, gathering the identities
together, passing them from one life form to another.
Glosum continued to sweep them in ravenously, accelerating the reaffirmation of her own identity.

In Perth, the CEO of Unitech waited nervously for
her appointment with one of the top psychiatrists in the
city. Evelyn knew she needed help immediately. Her
actions were more than one night’s drunken revelry.
For the past month, Evelyn's husband had awakened
her each night from sleepwalking -- or rather sleep
dancing. Each night he found her stark naked, dancing
about the living room coffee table and chanting unintelligibly, using the name of Kurr as her mantra.
During the past week she had taken to adding streaks
of color to her face and body. Yet she had no personal
memory of these actions.
As one night led to the next, each one becoming
more unusual, Evelyn had grown more frantic about
sleeping. She drank coffee to stave off tiredness. She
jogged on the treadmill in the basement. She paced in
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the living room, anything to ensure she would not fall
asleep. But nothing worked. Every morning she awoke
to find herself crouched naked in the living room. This
morning she had red lipstick encircling her navel, and a
brown eye pencil line drawn from her eyelid to the
middle of her cheek. Her waking memories were of
ancestral rituals performed around campfires with the
entire tribal community participating. She feared these
dreams, coupled with her bizarre actions, were surely
signs of growing insanity.
Evelyn crossed and uncrossed her legs, trying to
calm her nerves while waiting for Dr. Morgan. She
hoped he could help her before her subconscious won
out and manifested itself at work. Perhaps they would
admit her to a sanitarium. Perhaps they would have to
send her underground, away from the real world. She
shuddered at the thought.
6. The Light
With her own sense of identity returned and
knowledge of the great quest again foremost in her
mind, Glosum rose from the Earth. She gleefully rotated over the ellipsoidal planet, orbiting soundlessly
from pole to pole. With each pass, her directed
thoughts spun the cloying strands of the individual
identities into a fine matrix that enfolded her, warming
her being with knowledge and purpose.
Glosum did not know the duration of her fragmentation, or the number of identities she had pursued. She
remembered only that a unified approach to sharing
herself with this world could have been devastating to
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its inhabitants. Thus she had devised a way to fragment
her own identity, so as not to overwhelm any individual being. Each fragment carried a small part of her
consciousness, and with it an enhanced experience sensor and a reference to a time point which would trigger
the fragment's return.
Parts of her were randomly spread across the planet,
attaching each fragment to a single intelligence, be it
plant or animal. The fragment's only goal was to record
that being's entire experience until the time of emergence. As she neared the full awakening, a blistering
light shone through her, igniting the multitude of identities into fusion. The harmony of her thoughts
enveloped the small planet below, infusing thousands
of beings with the knowledge and experiences she had
gathered to herself. This was the final sharing, and she
was glad to bring it to the inhabitants below.

Kurr turned on the television. The voices had found
him. He wanted the newscast to drown them out. Perhaps he was like all the others. Perhaps he was truly
crazy. He trembled when he thought of the details he
had witnessed in the past few weeks. And now it
seemed the entire world was joining in his personal insanity.
"This is Michael Woods," the newscaster began,
"anchoring this special report from Renews, New
Foundland. The recent unexplained appearance of auras around the world are being blamed for the massive
increase in public insanity. Hundreds of people are violently running through the streets crying out the name,
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Kurr. These hoards are destroying property and trampling anyone in their path. Thousands of others are
screaming in agonizing pain as they look toward the
changing lights. We are warning everyone to stay inside, draw the curtains, try to save yourselves. Who is
Kurr? Have aliens finally arrived? Is this mass biological warfare? Let us go now to Russia, and our reporter
in St. Petersburg."
The cameras cut from one reporter to the next, scanning the globe. Each location reported similar
observations. The reporters openly vied to portray the
most danger, adding suspense to their reports as they
filmed outside beneath the bright lights from the auras.
Kurr shook as he watched one reporter's own growing
insanity that mirrored his own experiences. The reporter called out Kurr’s name. He repeated Kurr’s visions
as the pressure of the voices in the reporter’s mind
matched everything Kurr had experienced in the past
week.
Kurr rushed to the toilet and bent over retching as
his stomach emptied. What power did he have? Locked
in his basement sanctuary he could not have spread this
disease. Why were they calling out to him? Perhaps all
of it—the television reports, the room, the dreams—
was an illusion. He gulped water to take the sourness
out of his throat and then took the pills meant for this
evening. It was several hours early but he didn’t care.
He needed to stop the insanity. He needed to stop the
visions.
"Is this the work of Satan, as the religious want us to
believe? Or does it have another explanation? We
polled several experts with these questions.”
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Kurr covered his ears as he returned to the television. He grabbed the remote and fumbled for the off
button.
"Does the aura have a single source? Will we lose...”
Kurr darkened the screen, cutting out this final voice
and ran from his room. He no longer felt safe in the
basement. Everything was closing in now. He needed
light. He needed air. He needed unending vistas.
7. The Apocalypse
Glosum slowed her gleeful rotation as she began to
feel the fear and violence erupting from the beings on
the planet below. She was confused by these emotions.
She had offered them her most valued gift -knowledge of themselves. Why did they not accept
graciously? Had she misunderstood their need? Had
she misinterpreted their prayers?
On other planets, she had always seeded the intelligent beings with their shared knowledge. It helped
them to evolve and move forward in concert with the
universe. But now, on this world, it appeared the gift
was unwanted. Perhaps she had erred in her selection
of this planet. Perhaps they were not ready.
Sadly she withdrew from the planet, unable to complete the final unity of her identity.
The multitude of colors within the auras gathered
together, changing from one color to the next, until finally reaching an opaque gold that stretched into a fine
chain ringing the equator. With the force of a single
thought, Glosum drew the ring toward the North Pole.
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Slowly it rose from the planet and hovered above, as if
a halo crowned the head of the Earth.
The force of the aura’s withdrawal drew the tides
from the oceans, flooding the land and consuming all
life in the coastal areas. The pressure within the mountains caused simultaneous volcanic explosions,
destroying even more lives and wreaking havoc upon
the monuments of humanity.
Glosum projected herself toward the halo, accepting
it as the robe of her office. Then she distanced herself
from the planet until she felt the few remaining identities below returning to their mundane, closed lives.
She retreated to the inner depths of the universe, appalled by the destruction her withdrawal had caused.
She had not intended to do harm. She must find a way
to repair the planet. But how? She had destroyed so
many of the intelligent beings.
Glosum stretched her consciousness inward, seeking
the patterns of each identity she had gathered. She
looked for the one most worthy—the one who was
most willing to accept her gift. Kurr. The one being
who connected with all. Kurr.

Kurr took the small branching path that led up to a
ridge where he often went to sit and watch the eternal
shadow show of the looming mountains. When the
world seemed to join his insanity, he became the most
sane. When he’d escaped his basement enclave and ran
into the mountains twenty years ago, he’d been happy
when the voices began to leave him. At first it was a
few each day. Then it grew to hundreds leaving his
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mind all at once. For the past twenty years, there had
been no more voices and he found he missed them.
His hikes through the mountains had become a
search to hear them again. A week ago, they began to
return and he welcomed them. This time he had a sense
of purpose. This time he accepted them and took in the
strength of their diversity.
Kurr sat upon the low boulder so familiar to him and
gazed across the distance to the mountains, thankful for
this new gift. The sun began its slow journey to hide
behind the ridge, turning the sky a creamy peach. On
slopes shadowed in pale blue, dark patches of forests
climbed upward, drawing his gaze toward the snowy
peaks still glittering in the brilliance of a reflected sun.
Slowly, the calm peach sky turned an angry red before darkening, throwing more shadows over the
looming mountains. They change, like people, he
thought. The colors always change and shift, from
calm to anger, from acceptance to rejection. And in
their changing the world changes. An hour from now
the world will not be the same as it is now. Is it time
for me to change?
He looked once more to the sky as the darkness fell
over the mountains; and a peace came over him. Finally, the time has come. Nothing stays the same. Even I.
8. Rest
Trying to be careful this time, Glosum concentrated
a small piece of her consciousness in a thin line, aiming the light of her gift directly toward Kurr. She had
chosen the man who heard the voices, because he em-
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braced them. Kurr needed the gift as much as she
needed to give it.

Kurr fell to his knees before the blinding light that
appeared from nowhere. As it enveloped his quaking
body, the thousands of voices traveling along its path
assailed his ears. Yet he was not afraid. He accepted
this gift as his due, his reward for patiently waiting and
listening all these years.
He lost all sense of time and place, yet he experienced great happiness. He reveled in the song of
foreverness and wept at the emptiness in this corner of
the universe, wherever it might be. As his identity
fused with that of Glosum, he caught the brief consciousness of each life recorded within her; and he was
able to be a part of the achievements of that life—each
achievement peculiar to each individual.
His body weakened and his heart beat erratically.
Kurr collapsed to the ground and writhed in pain. This
was his heritage, he thought. This was the striving of
his people, and perhaps of many other peoples, who
alone and in the darkness of unknowing clawed toward
the light.
Lying face up, his lungs gave one final gasp, and he
surrendered to Glosum.
9. Coda
Kurr stood above the planet, his mind ringing the
azure world as the wrinkled sea beneath him crawled.
At first he sensed only the ugly and huddled walls of
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their minds. He looked into the multitude of hungerdeep eyes, haunted with shadows of hunger-hands. As
he lingered among them, he felt the stirrings of his
past—a past that now seemed millennia ago. Then he
knew what he must do.
He must help them to grasp for knowledge, to cling
desperately to what they learned and ask for more. He
must help them work endlessly to strive for answers—
the same answers which beckons all intelligence in the
universe. For it was the search that would spur them
forward and help them to evolve.
Slowly Kurr exercised his will, setting the beckoning signal within each fragment of his being—
extracting bits of his own consciousness and placing it.
He reached toward the layered blue and green mists,
moving the clouds shepherded by the slow unwilling
wind.
The fragments left him, one by one, slipping randomly over the earth and attaching themselves to an
intelligent being. Each one would await the beckoning.
And Kurr quietly slipped from consciousness.

